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Abstract. This paper is a contribution to the theory of grammatical complexity, in particuialr to the 
following basic question: con+.-r some language L and grammars of some type X; what Es the 
smallest number of productions of a type X grammar equired to generate L? This complexity 
measure, the so-called X complexity of L, has been investigated before. We study the mo-: basic 
ca%e when the languages L considered are tinite (a cirsp -;Yhich as been neglected, so far). We obtain 
a number of results and insights uggesting that such study is of importance. In additir n to a number 
of ‘expected’ (but not necessarily easy to prove) results that with type X grammars rr:ore 
productions are necessary than with some other type Y grammars (even if types X and Y define the 
same family of languages) we show that if the limit of certain sequences of finite languages i of type 
X, then the type X complexity of each of the finite languages involved must be low. 
1. Introduction 
The question of succinctness of description of languages using various dtzvices has 
received considerable attentic+l _,i!! the past. Typical but by no means exhaustive 
references to research in that area are [1,2,4-12, 14-17, 19,201. To convey some 
flavour of the type of results obtained, a few examples may be helpful: in going from . 
arbitrary CF grammars to Greibach normal form grammars the number of produc- 
tions must grow at least quadratically for some languages [151; there is no recursive 
function bounding the increase of size of a push-down automaton when goin 
nondeterministic to a deterministic version [2Q]; a similar result is true when going 
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from unl,ambiguous to ambi;;upus C 1; two-way finite automata aild 
nondeterministic finite automata can be exponentially more succinct than deter- 
ministic finite automata [Id]; reducing the state set by a factor of k may require an 
increase in the stack alphabet of ueh-down automaton by a factor of k 
In this paper we consider sin.2 but more basic problems: we stt dy 
grammars necessary to generate ite sets. By size we will mean Q 
ctions (other measures mi lso be of interest but are not stud 
r of productions will clearly depend on the type of grammar permitted and 
on the language L to be generated. Accordingly, WC will talk: of the X complexity 
of L. 
‘The results we obtain, and even more the results we are una 
demonstrate that our understanding of grammatical comp!exity even i\tl the realm of 
finite languages is very hmited, and much further work remains to be done. Before 
we give a rough survey of the results in our paper we demonstrate this point by 
mentioning a problem which arose in connection wi.:h work on two-level grammars 
[2_1] and started our interest in grammatical complexity of finite languages. 
LetZ=(a~, . , . , Q,,) be an alphabet and let L be the finite language L = {aiaji # j, 
‘I s i, j s n}. How mzny context-free productions are needed to Generate L? Since L 
contains n(n - 1) words, n(n - 1) productions surely suffice. Indeed, 4n -6 pro- 
ductions are enough a s shown by the gramm:;pr G = (V, Z, P, S) with V = 
2 ~6, A29 . . . , A,-1) and P the productions 
S+aiAi+llAi+lai for i = 1,. . . , n -2, 
Ai * Ai+l] ai fmi=2,...,n-2, 
ha,-la,)a,a,+ 
Despite insight gained into the complexity of finite languages in the following 
sections we s\ill do not know whether the grammar G abo\&: is minimal. 
e now survey briefly the main results of this paper. We establish for many pairs 
) that type X grammars aire more concise than type 1’ grammars in the sense 
very finite language generated by an X grammar with n productions is 
generated by some ‘Y grammar with m s n productic)ns, and m c at holds for at least 
a;lguage c>Theorem 1). For example, we show that IN., systems are more 
t-free grammars, these, in turn, are mare concise than s-free 
3iguous context-free and lineal’ grammars, and the latter are 
one-sided linear grammars. We then consider sequences 
aite languages uch that Li E L,,+l and limi,, Li is an infinite 
language. If lim i443 1. is a regular language, then all but a finite number of the 
uctions; if, further, Lj 
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somewhat different way alrio for linear and context-free gra 
and 4). Languages over a single symbol alphabet have ;a still low 
r should be considered as a first step in the development o 
omplexity of finite languages. ‘The reader is assumed to be familiar with 
the basics of formal language theory as contained in 1:13] or [la;]. 
Since we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of grammars 
and L systems, we will not define these concepts here, but merely give our notation. 
We &note e. grammar G by G = (V, 2, P, S) with V the total alphabet!, 2’ the 
terminal alphabet (2 e: ), P is the set of productions and S the start symbol. If 
F = (V, 2, P, S) is an EOL system, then “J, 2, V, S shall have the saine meaning as for 
grammars. L(G) (resp. L(F)) denotes the language generat&! by G (resp. F). 
Throughout this paper we will use the abbreviations REG, LIN, CF, E-free CF, UCF 
and PRIOG to stand for regular, linear, context-free, e-free CF, unambiguous CF and 
programmed, respectively. Furthermore, r will denote the set of those abbreviations 
together with abbrevia’ions of other language-generating devices considered in the 
sequel. In particular, r = {REG, LIN, CF, E-free CF, UCF, PR0@, EOL, . . . }. For 
any x E r we will denote by 2& the family of all X-languages. 
efinitim ZJ. Let X E r and L E 9~. We say an X gramma] 
minimalx grammar (X system) for L, iff every X grammar (X 
has at least as many productions as G has. 
(resp. X system) is a 
system) generating L 
The main purpose of this paper is to establish some results on the number of 
productions of minimal grammars and L systems generating finite languages. Before 
giving particular results we will prove two technical lemmas concerning finite 
languages, which wi 1 be used in some proofs of Section 3. For convenience we will 
assume that all grammars considered are reduced, i.e. contain no useless non- 
terminals. 
Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a minimal context-free grammar for the finite 
(1) forevery AE V- :C -(S) there are cq, CY~ with cyl # cy2 such &at A + a~, A + LYZ 
are in P, 
(2) foreveryik ~‘-.~-(S)L~~~)=(x~~‘“IA~*.) Y contains at Yeast twc words, 
(3) there is no derivation of the form A =$ UAV with u, v E V”, 
there are ~1, uz*, vI, v2 E 
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(1) and (2) are obvious and will be omitted. 
and assume there is a derivation A J+ UAU with u, 21 E V”. 
Since V does not contain ss variables there m 
S ** ~542 *’ xyz wit Assume u # E. If u is in 
0 +* g, then h contains all words xuiy& If u ti *, !:hen u contai 
(2) [UN a29 h once there is ii E + with u a* fi. In this case L comains all words 
&&. But both cases contrad t the finiteness of L. Consequenly, u = E and 
similarly v = E. 
Now let A=xxla-*+kx, = A with n 2 1 be a nontrivial derivation. Then 
clearly Xi E -Xfori=l,...,n;otherwise f xi = UBU with B ** A. and UZI # e, 
then A $ uAv, which is impossible, as was 
InA+Al=+ 9 *+A, = because of minimality obviously n > 1. 
is not possible. Such a deri tion would mean L(A) = L(Ad and re 
from P and replacing each Al by would not change the generr”ted language, 
although the new grammar would have one production less than 9 a wntradiction to 
the minimality of G. 
(4) Assume there is only one I L ~1 1~ containing A on the right :-ide, say B + uAv. 
r’hen, if uAv does not contain at least two A’s, we can remove a + uAv and all rules 
A + a! from P and define new rules B + uav for each A + a in P. This new grammar 
generates L although it has less productions than G, a contradiction. Therefore uAv 
must contain at least two A’s, say UAC = ulAuzAu3. For i = 1,2.3 let tii be strings in 
C* with ui ** iii and v), M’ EC* with S +* VBW. 
From (2) we know that there are strings x, y E 6* 9 x # y, with A ** x, A =V’ y. 




If there were a’t least two rules containing A on the right side but only one 
UAV E C*AC* FGth S +* uAv, then remo:*ing all rules containing A on the right side 
and adding the rule S + u v would show that G cannot be minimal. This proves (4). 
ling with finite languages it is ~Pometirr~es convenient to consider only 
e a minimal grammar generating only 
terminal A all words of the 
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. iet L be a finite language, generated by the CF grammar G = ( 
ey1 thelee isa CF grammar G,,, = ( V,,, C, P,,, S> such that 
is the subset of L consisting of the words of maximal 
efine P,,:= {A +x E P 1 there exist z E L,, a.mc! a derivation 
+ uxv a* z}, and let V max kbe the union of all terminals and of all 
variables involved in 
By definition of P,, we have L,, c L(Ganax). Assume theie is x E L(G,,,) - Lmax. 
Consequently there is a derivation S + x1 + l l l +z+ xn = x, x E L,,,,, but the derivation 
oa:ly uses productions of Pm=. I-Iencen~2.Wefirstshow:foralli=l,...,n-1 
there is zi E L max such that S=+X~=% l l + xi ** zl. Indeed, assume there is i, 
1 G i s n - 1, such that xi does not lead to a word of -P--n=EX. Then surely i 2 2, otherwise 
S + x1 would not be in Pmax. We set io := min{i 1 there does not exist Zi E Idmax with 
Xi ** ti}. 
From the definition of io it follows that there is Ze--l E L,,, with xi,-1 ** zrO-l. Let 
x,-~ = PlAP2, xi, =PpP2withP1,P2E V*,AE V--E, WE v*,A++~P,~,,.Then 
~~-1 can be written in the form 2,-l =p$&, with PI** ~1, A +* 6, Pz +* ~1. 
Since A + w E P,,, there is a derivation S +@ ulhv * .uwv =i~l* z&v, with! UGV <I 
& max. From the definition of io p16pz cannot be in Lm,x, thus Iuz)I > IP& But then 
lu@vI > Ip16~21 and S +* uAv a* UIZV contradict to ~$& E L,,a,. 
This proves that for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 there are Zi E Emax with .a:i +* Tin Let x,, - 1:~ 
UAW with u, w EX*, x = uvw and A + v E Pmax. There is zn-l= UU’W E Lm,ax such 
vhat xnwl = UAW +* uv”w = z,_~. Since A + v E Pmax there: is a derivation 
5 a* CA6 +* U’V@ arith U’VI? E Lmax. As above we have Ic?G~> luwl, hence $fiGl> 
IuGwl and S a* GAU” la* c?o”G, which again contradicts to uu”w ELm,x, the contradic- 
tion arising from the assumption that x E L(G& - Lsmax. This proves L(G,,,) = 
L max. 
enratik. The proof given for Lemma 2.2 evidently canncs! be modified to hold also 
for type 0 or type 1 grammars. In fact, there is no corresponding statement for type 
i, i=O, 1. 
e. Let L = {ab, cba) be generated by S -+ AB, AB’ + CBA, A + a, B + b, 
C + C. Then Lmax = {cb:z} cannot be generated by a set Pm= c_ R 
In the proofs of Secti/ln 3 we will also need a lower bound for the number of rcg~lar 
and linear productions needed to generate a finite language. 
.Letn~lcndle.:G=(V,Z, S) be a linear grammn:r with M ~~o~~~ctj~ 
generating a finite language L = L(G). Then IL(G)/ s 2”-‘. 
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l The proof will be carried out by in uction on the number u of 
, then L = (x), the only production b 
the statement is tcrue for all i C n. Let G be e. linear grammar containing n 
productions ar:d generating L(G). If G is not minim 
grammar generatiny L(G). G’ contains at most tz -- 1 
Therefore we may assume that G is minimal. If G does not contain a variable but S, 
then G generates exactly n s 2”-’ strings. If G contains a variab e A f S, then there 
are a y # a2 E Vk sr :h that A + (~1 and A + (~2 are in P. (Compare the proof of Lemma 
2.1(4).) Define G17: ( V, 2, PI, S) and G2 = ( V, 2Z, Pz, S), where Pi = P - (A + aI) for 
i = 1,2. Gi contains n - 1 productions and by assurription l.L( Gi)J s 2”-*. Therefore 
we have 
lL(Gl) u L(Gz)l s )L(Gi)I + IL(G2)I s 2 l 2”-2 = 2”-’ 
and we will be finished, if we are able to show that 
L(G) = L(G1) u L(G2). 
Clearly L(G1) (J L(G2) c L(G). Let: x be in L(G). Any derivation of x can use at most 
one of the rules A + ~1, A + LYE: Since G is linear, occurrence of both rules would 
mean a contradiction tc;, Lemma 2.1(3). This shows that L(G) c L(G1) JJ L(G2). 
. Let L be a finite language, IL/ = n, and let G be a linear grammar with k 
productions generating L. Then k 2 log n + 1. (Throughout the papc’r logarithms will be 
logarithms with base 2. ) 
f. Assume k < log yt + 1. Then by Lemma 2.3, ILI s 2k-’ < 2’Og n = n. However 1. 
was assumlxl to contain n elements, a contradiction. 
As usual we Jvritef = O(g) [f = 8(g)] for functions defined on a subset of N, if there 
is a constant c > 0 and tin integer nO such that f(n) g c l g(n j for n a no [if there are 
constants cl, c2 ~0 and an integer tt0 such that cl l g(n)s f(n)< CL l g(n) for n 3 no]* 
We conclude this se::tion by introducing some notions which will be useful in 
Section 3. 
L.et (L,),31 IJe a seqlience of finite languages. We say that (L&l is a chain, if 
(2) L, c L,+l for all n 2 1, 
(2) UnB1 L, is an infinite language. 
the set {IL,) 1 n Z= I} wit 
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A more precise notation would be &(L) (Px( %), resp.) - 
(L) (X(v), resp.:) to indxate that we are interested in the 
ductions rather than some other measurement. Since vt t will only 
ction-minimality in this paper we prefer dy(L) and .X( %) for simplicity 
of notcrstion. 
. For elements Y E r, X is said to be better than Y and we write 
(1) for all chains ‘e, (U) = 0( Y(W)), and 
(2) there is a chain Ce = (L&y with lim,,, X(L,)/ Y(L,& = 0. 
. < is a transitive, antireflexive relation on r 
The first aim of this section will be to establish X C Y for some X, Y E r. 
Throughout the rest of this paper let R,, S,, a,,, Un (n 2 1) be the following 
languages: 
R, ={a’b’~Oai+j~n}, 
T, = {x E {a, b}* 11x1 s n), 
U,=(akbkralbidambm(O~k+l+m~n). 
Before formulating Theorem 1, we will agree to call a grammar G strict regular 
(SREG, for short), if all productions of G are of the form A + bB, A + a with 
A, B E V - 2, a, b E C w {E}. Similarly we call a grammar strict linear (SLIN), if all 
productions are of the form A + aBb, A + c with A, B E V - 2, a, b, c E C u (~1. By 8 
regular (linear, respectively) grammar we will mean a strict regular (strict linear, 
respectively) grammar whose a, 6, c may be arbitrary strings in C*. 
l (1) RIEG < SREG, 
(2) LIN < SLIN, 
(3) LIN < REG, 
(4) CF < LIN, 
(7) BROG < CF, 
ince every strict re ar is regul 
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there is a chain (L,&l such that 
efine L, = {a’~1~i~n~andlettbethenaturalnumberwitht<l~lgn~t+1.L, 
can be generated with the following 2(t + 1) regular productions: 
. 
s-J”-“§& 
ence REG(L,j s 2(log rz + 1). 
On the other hand every strict regular grammar generating L, must 
productions: Consider a minimal strict regular grammar G generating L,,. Since 
every production is of the form A + al? or A + b with a, b c C ~a [E}, every derivation 
of a” has at least length n. By Lemma 2.1(3) no variable can occur twice in such a 
derivation, which means, a derivation of a R uses at least n variables. Therefore G has 
at least n productions. 
Consequently lim,,.,, REG(L,)/SREG(L,) = 0. 
(2) A simple modification of the proof of (1) shows that for L, = {a'b'l 1 s i s n} 
. Lye4 
!‘ln, SLIN(L, j = O- 
n+oO LIN(R,)/REG(R,) = 0 and for this purpose it will be 
SU ,,) a n -t 1 and LIN(R,) = O(log n). (Note that Corol- 
lary 2.1 then implies LI 
y Lemma 2.2 ever regular grammar e generating contains a regular 
ar 6” general:in = (a’b’) i + j = n}. We show that needs n + 1 regular 
productions. 
Let 6 be a minimal regular gramm ,,. If 6 contains no variable 
besides the start symbol S, all words of must appear as right side of productions, 
hence 6 has exactly rr + 1 productions. Assume that 6 contains a variable A # S. We 
ible. By L‘emma 2.1(2) there are words x 
, u # u, such that 
==+*uAandS=Pv ne of the words u, v must contain 6, 
which shows that 
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t+l anddefine Vn=.2b{&,..., , Slogn} and Pn : 




a[(n-2rh ~l~t~~tbc(n- 29/21, 
Si + a2i-1Si-1 1 i-lb2’-l 1 S, -11 (Z.2i-zSi-lb2i-2 I 
a2i-2Si-l 1 Si-lb2i-2 for i = 2, . . . , t, 
S1+a2(ablb21albls. 
(Note that for n = 2’+l we have Slogn = St1 and the rules are of the form 
Sr+l + a2’S,I Srb2’l St/ a”-‘Stb2’-’ 1 a2’-‘Stl Stb2’-‘.) 
We claim that L(G,) = R,. 
Clearly L(G2) = R2. 
Suppose L(Gk) = I& for all k G 2’. We show that L(Gk) = Wk for all 2’ <k c 2’? 
(a) Rk c. L(Gk). Let i, j be natural numbers with i +j < n. ff i wz - 2: then 
a ‘6’ = an- 2’a ‘b’ where r + j s 2: hence 
If jan -2’, then 
&gn =SStbnB2’ $il’b’. 
Next assume icn -2’ andj<n - 2’. We have to consider four cases: 
Case 1: i < [$(n - 2’)] and j < [$(n - 2’)]. This means i -t-j c 2&n - - 2’)] < n - 2’~ 
2 r+l -2’ = 2’ and consequently Slog p1 + St +* a ‘b’. 
Case 2: i < [&n - 2’)], &n - 2’)] cj < n - 2’. In this case i + j -[&I - 2’)] < n - 2’~ 
2’, hence 
Case 3: [$(n - 2’)] s i < n - 2’, j < [$(n - 2’)]. As in Case 2. 





where S = 1 if n odd and 8 = 0 if n even, hence i -t j -2&n - 2’)] < n - 2” < 2’, 
,ogn __?+ a Eh -2’)Pl rb[(n-2’)/21 _.$aibje 
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fb) L(&) c Rk. Clear from the assumption that Z$ only generates words of length 
at most 2’ and since only words of the form uibi are generated. 
(4) Consider T,: T, can be generated with the context-free productions 
n 
4 -3 a 1 BI E. Therefore CF(T,J < 4. On the other hand, since T, has 2”+l- 1 words, by 
Corollary 2.1 Tn needs at lea$t log(2”+’ - 1) + 12 a + 1 linear product \>ns and we get 
lim CFtTn) 8 
n+a LIN(T,) = l 
(5) We know by (4) 1 hat CF(T,) < 4. Therel?cre it is sufficient to show that 
I_X?( T,) is an unbounder ! function, more precisely, that for all k E IW there is no E f% 
such that for all n > no T, I axk at least k + 1 unambiguous context-free productions. 
f will be carried out in two steps. 
Step 1: If 6 is a minimal unambiguous context-free grammar with k productions 
generating a language L and if x is in L, 1x1= m, then (*) holds: 
i*) IfS~sc$x,theniul~(m+l)k+m. 
To show this claim, we first define 
ERASE(G):={& V-.ZIA&) 
and 
NONERASE := V - ERASE(G). 
Since G has k productions, G can have at most k nonterminals. Assume there is 
x~L,~x~=m,andu~V*,~~~~(~+l)k+m,suchtl~atS~*u-J*x.uc~nbewrit- 
ten uniquely in the form u = 01~1~2 * l l urvr+l, with 01, v,+l E (NONERASE(G) 
212, . . . , or E (NONERASE(G) ul, . . . , ar E (ERASE(G))“. Then r - 16 nb, 
I Vl l l l vr+J 9 m, and one of the blocks ui must contain at least one symbol of 
ERASE(G) twice. Indeed, assume no such block exists. Then for all i = 1, . . . , r we 
have luil s k and therefore 
contradicting ju j > m + (m + 1)k. 
LGt UiO be an arbitrary block containing one symbol A of E A&(G) twice. Then u 
is of the form 
must lead 
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derivations of flZ2Z3: 
These derivations clearly correspond to two different leftmost derivations, 
contradicting G being unambiguous. 
Step 2: We set 
Cl = 1, 81 =c~-t(C~-t-l) l k, 
ci = df-1, di=<*i+(ci+l) * k fori=2,...,k+l. 
Let n 3no:= c&+-l and assume T, can be generated by an unambiguous context-free 
grammar containing at most k productions. Select a sequence .x1, . e . ) .x~+~ E C* with 
Ix~I = ci. Look at a derivation of xi, 2 s i g k + 1. Since lxil= ci it holds by (*) that if 
S =+* u +* xi, then 1~; c dip hence for every production A + z applied in such a 
derivation also IZIG die But on the other hand there must be at least one production 
A + z applied in S a* u ** xi such that 121~ di-1. For if every production A + z 
applied had the property 1~1~ di-1, the length of xi would have to \be at most 
d;-’ <d; z-z ci. This follows from the fact, that by Lemma 2.1(3) every generation 
tree in a minima! context-free grammar with k productions generating a finite 
language has at most height k - 1. However, the length of xi was ci, a contradiction. 
We have shown: in’ a derivation of xi, 2 6 i < k + 1, there is at least one production 
A + z applied such that di-1 < lzl< di, and for all productions A * z applied to 
generate Xi, 1 < i s k + 1 we have lzl s die Consequently G has at least k -I- 1 produc- 
tions, contradicting ocr assumption. 
(6) The reader will have noticed that a simple modification of the prloof of Step 2 
of (5) will give the result that E-free CF(T,) is an unbounded function in the sense of 
(5). For i = 1, . . . , k + 1 set di = ci = 2ki-’ and apply the arguments of (S), Step 2. 
(Notice that in an ~-free context-free grammar, if S -a* u +* x, then /u 1 s Ixl.> 
(7) S,,:={a’ba’)O~i+j<n-1). We show that _ 
(a) PROG(S,) s 5, 
(b)CF(S,+logn+l. 
(a) Let G, = ((S, A, B, a, b}, {a, b), F, S) be the programmed grammar given by the 
productions pi, i = 1, . . . , 5 with success-fie8 s Si and failure-fields 1’i: 
pl:S+An-lbBn-l, S1 = {2,3)$ a;‘l = 0, 
p2:A+&, S2 = {4,5), F2 = 0, 
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ps:B’Pa, sj = {2,3}, F;i = 0. 
Every pair A, B gives rise to at most one letter Q, hence S, = L(&). 
(b) Again by Lemma 2.2 we only have to show that $ = {a’ba’l i -t-i = n - 1) needs 
log n + 1 context-free productions. 
Let & be a minimal context-free grammar generating & and consider A E V -4% 
and u E ‘le with A =J* 1:. We claim that u contains &. Assume u E a *. By Lemma 
2.1(2) there exists v c: Z*, v f u, Iv I= Iu 1 and A +* v. Look at an arbitrary derivation 
S =+* xAy a* my with x, y E C*. Since xuy E $, and u E a *, xy 
Therefore v must be in a? But then from lu I= Iv 1 we get u = v, a contradiction. 
Next assume there is a production in G having more than one variable on the right 
side, say A + uBvCrv. Then any word derived from UBZL’W wcjuld contain at least 
two b’s, a contradiction. again. This means, a minimal1 context-free grammar 
generating $ must be linear. Consequently, by Corollary 2.1, at least logI& I+ I= 
log n + 1 context-free productions are necessary for & 
(8) It is easy to see that the following 6(n) EOL-productions gener:b :e Un : 
S + Sn-1dDi 
Di+Dila’b’ 
forOG&n 
si +si-1 IAit,,]C [i/#[(i+1)/21 I ~lci+l)/21C[i/2]A[i/2] for 1 s i G n 
Ai+Ai-1Ia’b’ for l<i<[$] 
Bi+Bi+lIa’b’ for l&<az-1 
n + anbn 
C:i+ci--,iC for lGi<[$n] 
d+d 
a+ 
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(n). On the other hand CJ,, needs at least r@(n2) context free 
uctions, as can be seen as follows. Let on be the language & = 
(akbkcarb~~~‘“b”Ik+I+m =n}. Then l&z1 = (“2’“). Again by Lemma 2.2 it will 
suffice to show that & can be generated minimally only by listing all words. 
Indeed, let C = ( V, 2, P, S) be a minimal context-free grammar generating 13~ and 
Let A E V -2 - (S} be arbitrary. From Lemma 2.1 it follow: that there are two 
derivationsS ** ujAz.42, S q* wlAw2 with ~1, ~2, wlu WOE C* an,d u1Au2 # wlAwS, 
and two different strings x, y E Z* with A =S* x, A +* y. 
To show that such x, y do not exist merely involves standard techniques. We 
therefore omit the details and just give a sketch how this could ble proved: In a firs 
step one could show that x and y are not in (a, b}*, in a second step that x and y must 
contain both c and d and from this finally x = y, a contradiction. Thus V = {S} ~0 C. 
emask, For all pairs (X, Y) investigated in Theorem 1 we have X ,: Y whenever 
.Z& s Z&. However, this is not true in general. If for example X = LIN, Y = CCF (the 
class of Chomsky Normal-Form grammars with productions p3, -9 E allowed), then 
Z&IN s scoF. But LIN and CCF are incomparable, as can be seen from the chains 
(L,&=r and (UM, where 
L,*={~~{a,b}*(l~IxI~2”} and L~=~a2’*“10~i~n-l}. 
By Corollary 2.1 L, needs at lerst lo&J + 12 2” li,rear productions. On the other 
hand L, can be generated with tne y1+ 3 produefioqa 
S+A: 
Ai+Af+l fori=l,...,n--1 
Hence lim,,, CCF(L,)/LIN(L,) = 0. Lk can be listed with n linear productions but 
needs at least 2n-1 normal rules, hence lim,,,, LIN(Lk)/CCF(LL) = 0. Theorem 1 
and the example above give rise to some (until now) open problems. 
(1) For all generative devices X and Y compared in Theorem 1 9 Y productions 
were X productions (after slight changes in the case X = PROG, Y = CF), whenever 
< Y, and a minimal Y grammar always was an X grammar. 
Clearly this property must not hold if an example as the one given above shall be 
constructed. When p g X = EOL, Y = PROG, thlis property dloes not hold. Are 
there chains (L&>i, )nal such tl at 
=0 and lim - 
other reasons or are th 
not ~~ec~s~ar 
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and Y such that Y is generating alarger class of languages but is genera.ting finite 
languages ‘better’? 
(3) ow do di8erent grammatical devices, generating the same language families, 
behave? As one might have expected CF C E-free CF, although =!&F is essentially 
equal to 5!&faee~~. lim,,, LIN(LL)/CCF(LA) = 0 together with eor.:m l(4) shows 
that CFC CCF, a’lthough 9eF = gccF. Are Greibach and Chomsky 
Normal-Forms co 
(4) The relatio < Y daes not enable us to compare grammars qtantitatively. 
Such comparnson iight be of interest. 
We now turn our attention to chains of finite languages. We first show that for any 
chain (L&l with UnERI L, context-free (linear, regular) for suriiciently large 
n CF(L,) < 1 L, 1 (EIN(L,) < IL, ], REG(L,) < IL&. We will then see that this bound 
cannot be improved essentially, if no restrictions on the kind of chains are made 
ence the investigation of special types of chains (Theorem 4 and 5) is 
natural. 
ewe . LebXbe an element of {CF, LIN, BEG} and (L,&2 be a chain such that 
L==UttEN L, E 9x. Then there is no E N such that for all II 2 n&U,,) c IL, I. 
. The proof is a simple application of the pumping lemma for conte;+free Csesp. 
regular) languages. 
(a) Assume X E {LI’N, CF}. Since L E 9 CF there is p E 1U such that for all z E L, 
[zJ >p, z can be written in the form z = UTIM-y, 1~x1 a 1 such that t: = uz~‘wx’y EL 
for all i Z= 0. Select an arbitrary z E L with lz I ap, and define no = 
min{n &Vlzl,. . . , z6iE L,}. 
Then for all n 2 noL, can be generated by listing all words z f: zi for i = I, . . . ,6 
and by the productions 
S-, ut!‘Ax’y for j = I, 2,3 
(*) A+ W[ZJ~WX~~ 
(b) Assume X = REG, IBy the pumping lemma for regular languages there is p E h 
such that for all P e L, lzl ~:p, z can be written in the form z = uuw, 1~1 a 1, such that 
fi = uviw E L for all i 2 0. Proceed as in (a), but replace (1) by the rules 
S+uv'A forj=1,2,3 
ke a monotonically increasing fuxtion with f(n) s n for all 
there is a chakr % = (L, ) 
tf(rz)z 
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(b) LIN( %) = e(f), provided rhat f(n) 2 log yt for all ti., 
(c) CF(%) - t9( f), provided that f (n) 2 c for all n. 
te that the restriction f(n) 2 log n in (a), (b) is necessary by Corollary 2.1.) 
efine 
We have IL,; = n + f(n) = 6(n), therefore it is sufficient o show that under the given 
restrictions on f (n)X(L,) = 6( f (n 1) for X E {CF, LIN, REG}. 
(1) L, can be generated with O( f (n))X productions: 
Case 1: X=CF. {a’IOsi<n-1) can be generated by S+A”-‘, A-*a(E. 
1 
3 k +Cbg3(n - 1 )I 
4fb)). 
1 
IlGsf(n)} has f( n ) 1 e ements, hence we have CF(L,) s 3 +f(n) = 
Cuse 2: X E {LIN, REG}. As mentioned in the proof of Theorem I(1) 
{&ll=SiS~n - 1) can be generated with O(log n)X productions. Therefore X(./J = 
Q(f (4). 
(2) We show that L, needs f(n) context-free productions. For thiis purpose let Hl 
be the language 
and let g(t) be the ,minilmal number of context-free productions generating HI. We 
claim that for t 2 2, g(t) 3 g(t - 1) + 1. (This clearly implies g(t) 2 t and with H;(,, = 
L, we will have CF(L, ; 2 f(n).,\ 
Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a minimal context-free grammar generating .?-&, IPI = g(t). 
‘We show that S -) a3: ’ ““~3(n-1)l ’ 
IS in P. Assume the contrary and fix an arbitrary 
derivation 
of a 
3t+[looj(n - 1 )I 
. Then r 2 1. 
Le? #r = UAW; U, w ES*, A + t’ E P and a31”og3’“-1’7= uvw. By Lemma 2-l(2), 
since G is minimal, there exists a string u” E a*, different from v, with A =$* tf. 
&w # uvw yields lutiwl< 3r-1+E’*g3(n-1)1, hence luwl s 3’-1-cr1@g3(n-1’1 and 
(*) Iv1 := l*vwl- luw] 2 2 . 3t-r+[‘og3(~~-l)l* 
(*> has two consequences: 
(a) A =+ v cannot be applied ir_ the generation of a word w # a3r~cc’re3cn-1”, 
tlhere cannot be a production B + x with x containing more than one 
mma 2.1(4) (b) implies the existence of at least 
e show that this is impossible. 
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Let L(A) = {x E a”’ [A&x) and let §&Ay, X, y E a*, be arbitrary. By (a) xuy = 
a 
3r+110g3ba-1)1 
= uvw, hence xy = uw and xL(A)y = uL(A)w = uwL\ 
emwe from P al.1 rules containing A 01; rhe right e and add S -) UWA. As just 
shown the new grammar generates the language E-H, a ugh it has les:, productions 
than G, contradicting the minimality of G. 
Consequently S -* a3t+Clog3(n-1” must be in P. ecausgt. of the Eyinimality of 
G a 
3r+Cloe3(n-I)1 
cannot be generated in anot’i,:, “r way, hence removing th is production 
gives a grammar generating H,+ This shows g(t) 3 g(t - 1) + 1. 
Although the construction of the example of Theorem 3 seems to be a bit artificial, 
it shows quite clearly that the general concept of a . hain will not admit any essential 
improvements of the bound given in Theorem 2. However, if we restrict our 
attention to a special kind of chains, we are able to give bounds on :the si?e of minimal 
grammars for L, which are independent of the size of L, and which, at least in some 
cases, enable us to give estimates for the complexity of the chain (I& al essentially 
below IL,, 1. 
. Let L be an infi,cite language and let L, = {x E L! Ix i s n ). If 
ntext-free, then CF(L,) = O(n*), 
(b) L is linear, then LIN(L,) = O(n), 
(c) L is regular, then EG(L,) = O(n), 
&ted these bounds are sharp. 
roof. (a) L can be generated by a grammar G = (V,‘, E, P, S) in Chcmsky Normal- 
Form, consisting only of productions of the form A -3’ BC, .A + a, a E X9 and possibly 
S + E, but then S does not occur on the right side of any production. Let p = IPI and 
let G, := (V,,, C, Pn, S’“‘) be the grammar defined as follows. For every A E V 4 
introduce variables A(l), . . . , Aln, and let P,* consist of 
Ati) _+ B(i-k) c (k) forallA+CCEP;i=2 ,..., n;k=l,..., i-l; 
s(i)+ sfi-11 for i = 2,. . . , n ; 
A”’ +a forallA+a~P,a~Z~~{~}. 
Clearly IP,) 5 p(“;‘) -t n +p G 1M l n* for a suitably chosen constant M. 
Vde have to show that L( G,‘) = L,. 
consider an arbitran j x E L,,. If x = E, then St”’ :+* (1)+* E, hence E E L(G,). 
Assume x ?i E. Let 7 be a generation tree of x, marked in the usual way. For every 
by a nonterminal, replace this mark by Ati’, if i is the number of 
A by a path in r. After h,aving replaced all marks, 
arked by S? This new tree clearly gives rise to a 
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It remains to show that L(G,J = L,. or this purpose it is suflkie 
induction that Aci) only generates words of length at most i. If i = 1, the 
(l)) or letters of C. If i > 1, then the only possible pr 
fi) ~ ci-k’C’k’ with i - k, k < i_ 
the assumption that SiV1), (i-k), Ctk) can only generate words 
of length at most i - 1, i - k, k, it follows that A(‘) only generates words of length at 
most i. Th if P) ** x E then 1x1 s n. On the other hand it is clear t:lat 
P) ==4* x E * implies x E L ncel all (i)‘s and remove all S’s but one. 
This proves that for arbitrary context-free languages L the set of all 
length at most n can be generated in O(n ) productions. This %ound is sharp since the 
language U,, defined at the beginning o Section 3 needs 5(iz 2, productions. 
(b) If L is an infinite linear language, then L can be generated by a linear grammar 
G = (V, 2, P, S) consisting of productions of the form A + a& A. + Ba, A + !‘E with 
A, B E V - 2, a E C and possibly S + E, but then S does not occur on the right ,side of 
any Iproduction. Let p = IPI and let G, = (V’, 2, P,, S’“‘) ble the grammar defined as 
follows. For every A E: V -2’ introduce variables A(“, . . . , Atn’ and let &Pr1 consist of 
A(i) j B(i-1) a forallA+BaEP,i=2,...,n 
Ati) -, &(i-l) forallA-,aBEP,i=&...,n 
s(i) -, s’i-1) fori=2,...,n 
A(” +a for allA-,a 0’, a C!Zu{E}. 
It can be seen quite analogously to (a) that L(G,J = Ln. We omit the proof. 
Ckarly IP,J s (p + l)n, lrence LIN(L,) = O(n). On the o*her hand there are linear 
languages L such that L,, needs O(n j linear productions: As shown in Theorem l(4) 
Tn nleeds at least n + 1 linear productions. 
(c) Let L be an infinite regular language. Then L can be: generated by a right-linear 
grammar G = (V, Z, P, S) consisting of productions of thle form A + aB, A + a, with 
A, B E V - 2, a E 2, and possibly S + 8, but then S does not occur on the right side of 
any production. 
To show that REG(L,) = O(n) exactly the same construction can be used as in (b). 
Tn shows again that 0(n) is sharp. 
The size-independent bounds of Theorem 4 enable us to show that ‘dense’ 
languages always are of logarithmic complexity and that the complexity of regular 
languages is essentially at most Ja. For the rest of this paper let L, always 
{XEL~IXIWZ}. 
F, EIN, REG} and let L E Z&be dense, Le. there is c > 1 SW 
==c (L,) = 0(log21L,,I) and for 
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of. Let X = CF. Then by Theorem 4(a) CF(L.) = 0(n2), c:onseyuently n2 = 
log*(c”)llog c < log21L, I/log c yields CF(L,) = 0(10;&~ I)* 
If .Y E {LIN, R en by Theorem 4(b) or (~11 X(L,) = O(n). C nnsequently, 
@ = l-sg c”/log c 1). On the other hand we know from 
Corol!ary 2.1 that for (Ln) 3 logIL,* I+ I. 
3.2. If L 1s infinite regular, then REG(L,) = O(JTk,I). 
of. of, for a constant C, IL, 13 c - n 2 for sufficientllr large n, then by Theorem 4(c) 
(L,) = O(@j). 
Assume that for all c > 0 there are infinitely many n with IL, I < c l n2. It is well 
known (cf. [3, p. 85 ff]) that (infinite) regular sets L admit a disjoint up-monomial- 
decomposition L = M(l) in l l l ti Mtk’ with bIti) up-monomials (and with at least one 
M(‘) infinite). 
YJe see: for all c > 0 there are infinitely many n wa,th IL, I< c 9 R ’ if and only if for 
a 11 c > 0 there are infinitely many n such that iME I<= c l It” for i = 1, . . . , k. 
Consequently if. is sufficient o show for infinite up-monomials M with the property 
that for ~11 c > 0 there are infinitely many il with IA&, 1~: c l n2 that REG(M,) = 
G(Jiw,i). 
Let 5J be such an up-monomial. M can be written in the form M = 
!Y%r~‘r-l’ur_l l l l a 1 U(O), in which &l, . . . , a, E C and U(O), . . . , Utr) are unitary 
monoi& 
For i = 0, . . . , r let Bi be either {E} (if U”’ = {E}) or the base of U”’ (for Uti) f {E}). 
We show that there is an index io such that Uti) = (4:) for i f i. and Ucio’ = y* for a! 
y E 2Z'. Indeed, assume first that there is one i such that l_BiI 3 2, say Bi 2 
{Yr, y2j, y1 f E, y2 # E* 
Thtn M 2 a, l l l ai+l{yl, yz)*ai l * l al and since .Bi is :;he base of Uti), we have 
IM I n 2 c l 2d’n for suitably chosen constants c and rl and for sufficiently large n, a 
iction. Consequently IBil = 1 for all i = 0, . . . ) r. 
Assume further that there are i # l ay i > j, with U”’ # {E}, U’” # {E}. Then 
Bi =(yl}, Bj ={y2}, yl Z E, y2 # E, and ?a, l l l ai+ lJtylZi * l l aj+lyrai l l * Ql. We 
get!b&Iac l n * for a suitable c and n sufhcieatly large, a contradiction again. On the 
other hand, since M was assumed to be infinite, there must be io such that B1, = {y}, 
y E C+. Consequently we can write M = .ar l * l ai,+ljt”a, 14 0 l a xy*t, With essen- 
tially the same construction as in the proof of Theorem l(1) can be generated 
with 0 I = t?(n) we get the desired 
result: 
Corollary 3.2 leads i 
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(2) Are there other kinds of chains which enable an estimate ror the co 
ar to the one given above? 
pleteness we mention another simple result on the coiiiexr-free, linear and 
regular complexity of context-free one-letter languages. 
e Let L G a * be infinite con text-free. Then 
(b) LIN(L,) = @(log PZ), 
EG(L,) = @(log n). 
roolf. A language L c a * is context- ree iff it is regular, and it is well known that a 
1a;lguage I; c a* is regular, if and only if it is of the form L = (a ii i E A}, where 
A = B u (C +pN) with B, C finite subsets of N and p E N. 
Define no = max(B u C). Then for all n 2 no, 
L, ={a’liEB}u U (a’(aP)*),, 
jEC 
with (ai(aP # 0 for all j. 
By essentially the same constr ucti0i.l as in Theorem l(1) we can generate {ai+kp 1 j -I- 
kp s n} with O(log n) regular productions, which shows KEG(L,,) = O(log n). (3-1 
the other hand by Corollary 2.1 indeed REG(L,) = @(log n). This proves (b) and (c). 
To generate L, with context-free productions consider the iollowing grammar: 
(1) for all &B take the rule S+ ai, 
(2) for all j E C let k(j) be the largest number such thai ; + k( j)p 6 n. Take A Z ii 
and define the rules 
A+aP 
S -) ajA k(j) for all j E C. 
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